Secretary of Education Nominees Supported by Anti-Common Core Activist Parent Groups:
 Sandra Stotsky - professor emerita of the University of Arkansas, who has said, “I would serve only to develop and
implement a long-range plan for dismantling the USED.” She served on the Common Core validation committee and
refused to sign off on the English standards. The standards she wrote while serving as an assistant commissioner of
education in Massachusetts helped that state go from the middle of the pack to leading the nation on the NAEP test
 Williamson M. Evers - Hoover Institution education expert who has been vocal in his opposition to Common Core as
far back as 2011, helping to organize this national anti-Common Core manifesto. He has experience writing
standards, federal policy experience, and a great understanding of competitive federalism.
 Peg Luksik - taught for over 35 years, in both regular and special education at all levels from preschool to college.
She has written and evaluated curriculum and trained teachers in how to teach curriculum and in classroom
management. She was an adviser to the Reagan administration and served in USED where she reviewed and
evaluated education reform initiatives. She has presented all over the nation on the problems with Common Core
and understands what needs to be done to unravel it.
 Larry Arnn – Hillsdale College president, which is one of the very few colleges in the nation not to take federal funds
in order to avoid federal regulation and strings and requires all students to study the Constitution
 William Jeynes – University of California Long Beach education professor whose research has shown that if poor and
minority children come from two parent homes and have religious involvement, get taught to read with real
phonics, and there is real parental involvement in the schools, the achievement gap is not just lessened, it is
ERASED, something that $2 trillion and 50 years of federal involvement in education have failed to do. He has
worked with the South Korean government to promote massive economic growth and revitalization of poor areas
 Robert Scott – Former Texas Commissioner of Education who resisted Common Core from the beginning by refusing
to apply for Race to the Top funds exposing the pressure from the Obama USED on state Commissioners of
Education to sign on to the national Common Core standards before completion
Secretary of Education Nominees Opposed by Anti-Common Core Activist Parent Groups:
 Michelle Rhee, the pro-Common Core former chancellor of Washington, D.C. public schools and the founder
of Students First, an organization whose board of directors once included Common Core architect David Coleman
and math standards writer Jason Zimba.
 Tony Bennett, the ousted Indiana superintendent of public education who was investigated for fraud and resigned
later as Florida commissioner of education;
 Former Florida education commissioner Gerard Robinson, who was also a member of Jeb Bush’s Chiefs for
Change and is a fellow at the American Enterprise Institute.
 Eva Moskowitz, the pro-Common Core CEO and founder of Success Academy Charter Schools – her involvement
with charter schools and the fact she’s liberal would sink her potential nomination as she would take flak from both
sides of the aisle has since removed her name from consideration
 Betsy Devos, a wealthy Michigan activist who is on the board of Jeb Bush’s Foundation for Excellence in Education,
strongly supports the standards, and threatens to primary legislators that oppose Common Core
 U.S. Rep. Luke Messer of Indiana, a supporter of school choice who backed Jeb Bush in the GOP primary and has
been an ardent supporter of the new massive education law, Every Students Succeeds Act
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